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A b s t r a c t . The dispersion relation for waves in a cold, magnetized plasma is discussed 
using the potential for the longitudinal part of the electric field. This clarifies wave emission 
from a conductor in low Earth orbit and should be useful in considering the far field and 
both hot plasma and nonlinear, near-field effects. General formulas for radiation impedance 
are directly obtained. For tethers a fundamental dependence on contactor size is discussed. 
Spherical and ellipsoidal contactors and an (anodcless) bare tether are considered. Simple 
arguments on nonlinear contactor effects lead to a surprisingly simple result for impedances 
off the Alfven branch. 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
In a seminal paper, Dre.ll et ai [1965] showed how 
an orbiting conductor, if in electrical contact with the 
ionosphere, would excite Alfven waves. Since the emf 
induced by the geomagnetic field is proportional to 
the perpendicular conductor length, using a long space 
tether, with contactor ends, would enhance radiation 
[Banks ei ai, 1981]. A quantity of interest for both 
power generation and Alfven (and higher frequency) sig-
nal propagation is the wave impedance [ilasmitssen et 
ai, 3985; Dobrowolny and Vcltri, 1986]. Fundamental 
results were obtained by Barn ell and Olberi [1986] and 
Estes [1988]. 
Further work on the impedance was carried out by 
Donohue ci ai [1991] and by Hastings and Wang [1987] 
and Hastings ei ai [1988], who extended the analysis 
to conductors carrying ac currents. Esies [1988] and 
vom Steim and Neubauer [1992] studied the field near 
a tether, Rasmussen ei ai [1990] and McKenzie [1991] 
studied the far field, and Hastings and Wang [1989] and 
vom Steim and Neubauer [1992] studied two-ion effects. 
Tether radiation has been modeled in the laboratory 
[Urrutia and Stenzel, 1989; Stenzel and Urruiia, 1990]. 
Here, contrary to published analyses, we do not di-
rectly study wave emission. Instead, we first collect con-
venient results from the well-known dispersion relation 
for a cold, magnetized plasma and then solve the wave 
equation in terms of the potential <f> for the longitudi-
nal part of the electric field of the wave. Only then are 
conditions particular to orbiting conductors considered; 
this corrects or clarifies results found in the literature. 
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The <j> formalism, a powerful tool for studying nonlin-
ear or hot-plasma effects, is used here to directly derive 
complete impedance formulas (sections 2 and 3). 
For tethers the impedance for branches other than 
Alfven is shown to depend heavily on the model for 
the cathodic and anodic contactors at the ends. Taking 
into account a nonvanishing contactor length along the 
tether proves essential for a proper model and yields 
an impedance varying as the inverse of contactor area. 
Simple results are obtained for spherical (and ellip-
soidal) contactors and for an anodeless bare tether, pro-
posed as an efficient anodic contactor [Sanmarlin et ai, 
1993]. Nonlinear contactor effects suggest an impedance 
varying as the inverse of current (sections 4 and 5). 
2. Wave Emission 
We first recall three well-known results from the usual 
wave equation for the Fourier-transformed electric field 
E(k,w) in a two-component, cold plasma [Akhiezer et 
ai, 1975], 
k A ( k A E ) f e -E _ 47njs 
k2 n2 um2 
Here j s is the source current density, k is the wave 
vector, n ~ cfc/w is the refractive index, and £c(w) is 
the dielectric tensor (with z axis along the field Bo)> 
€3 
w2 
€1 = w w irn LO' w LH 
or ai u>- fi?' e 2 ^ 
'pe l<Lu> 
CO' ttl a 
2 > 
with Oe > 0, wJH ~ a £ + OJ, W£H ~ fi2(Q2 + 
W P * ) / ( ^ « +wpe)- Here wpei wpi and Qe, fi( are plasma 
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(,1) becomes, in all generality, 
&t =• • (E f + E;) ~ -
n z u>nz 
y) 
yielding the E ( components along z and perpendicular 
1. to Bo , 
E (_L 
n 2 - c 3 w ( ? i 2 - e 3 ) ' 
H~x -CJL - E / j . 4X1 „ , , 
(3) 
* - K 
F i g u r e 1. Schematics of branches (fast extraordinary 
(FE) , ordinary (O), slow extraordinary (SE), fast mag-
netosonic (FM), and Alfven (A)) for the dispersion re-
lation of a cold, magnetized plasma; W is the whistler 
region in branch FM. T h e figure is dependent on the 
angle between k and the ambient field. 
frequencies and gyrofrequencies for electrons and ions; 
( JUH, WLH are upper and lower hybrid frequencies. (1) 
Equation (1) yields the Ast rom dispersion relation, here 
written as 
<U 
-ie2 €1 
, .ff = f c± 
with / the two-dimensional unit, tensor. Use of 
k - E t = 0, E(^~-2k<£ 
gives an explicit scalar equation for 0, 
ci 2 , 2 1 C2 Air 
x [M« + ( i -~ )k J . . / r - 1 . j , j . ] . 
(A) 
+ fs in 20 - ^ % 2= D(kJ,u>) = 0, 
Equation (4) then becomes 
(2) 4TI\ fc2.D(oo,0,w)# = — k j , , 
for conditions leading to (2'), and 
0 being the angle between k and Bo There are two 
branches for n'2(Q,u>) but there are five branches for 
w2(fc,0), shown schematically in Figure 1, as follows: 
fast extraordinary (FE) , ordinary ( 0 ) , slow extraordi-
nary (SE), fast magnctosonic or compressional Alfveu 
(FM), and Alfven or shear Alfven (A). (2) FE and 0 
branches have 73 < 1. (3) SE, FM, and A branches have 
asymptotes (resonances) w | f ( 0 ) , w ™ ( 0 ) , and w£,W> 
obtained from (2) in the limit k —• 00 ( that is, n •-+ 00 
or I e, I / n 2 -+ 0, j - 1 - 3), yielding 
k3DA(kt9,w)4> = — — k j . J s X ^ -
ui n2 c 
"L Air pe 2kl " 
{A') 
k - j s (4") 
for conditions leading to (2"); we used cos2 0 < 1 to 
write k j . - j s x cz k j s . 
We are now in a position to discuss wave emission 
from an orbiting conductor sustaining a steady current. 
In the terrestrial reference frame the Doppler relation 
reads 
C!sin2^ + c3cos2(9 = £ ( o o , 0 , w ) = 0. (2') (j- kTV\ (5) 
We add here two more points . (1) On the A branch 
the limit n —• 00 may be obtained from condition CJ —* 
0, instead of condition k —* 00. Then , one would also 
have [ C3 j—+ 00, and the ra t io C3/712 could take any 
value. If ci/n'2, e^ /n 2 are small but c3/n2 is large, (2) 
becomes 
e3 cos
2
 0 ^ 1 Dk(k,0,u>) ~ 0 , c o s 2 0 < l . (2' 
(2) Introducing longitudinal / and transverse t par ts of 
the field, 
as usual, we take Bo and orbital velocity V horizon-
tal and perpendicular to each other, with •£ axis along 
V . In the ionosphere, the Alfven velocity VA = cQt/u>pt 
satisfies the conditions [Barnett and Olberi, 1986] (here-
inafter referred to as BO) 
V < V A < C , (Qa) 
fi2<wje or Vl<c2mPJm^ (66) 
(V ~7 k m / s , VA ~ 300 k m / s , mt/me ~ 30.000). It 
also satisfies the condition 
E( = k k - E / f c 2 , E t = E ~ E ; , Vl<V2nh/me- (Qc) 
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mi/me is the ion-electron mass ratio. The lower-hybrid 
frequency is now WLH - (Oe£2()1/2-
Note from (5) and (6a) that n is here very large, 
l/n~u/ck~kx V/kc <C 1. (7) 
This means, first, that no FE or 0 emission is possible. 
It suggests, secondly, that (2') might apply to the SE 
and FM branches, which is indeed the case. For SE, use 
of w« (0) [Akhtezer et al, 1975], 
" P e < uS? * « + fij sin2 (?)1/2 < * U H , (8a) 
gives e2 ^ n e / w p e , ci ~ -cJUos2/?, e3 ^ c |sin20; 
condition (7) (and (6b)) then shows all c ; /n 2 to be 
small. Alternatively, one can find (w*^ - w) /w < 1, 
directly from (2), for fie/cfc small as in the present case 
(Qe/ck ~ f2 /n) . For FM, use of w£M(0) [4JfcAie*<*r ef 
a/., 1975], 
WLH < w2* K (n2 eC082*+«JHsin2ff)1 / 2 < Q£> (86) 
similarly proves that | e; | /TI2 (J — 1 - 3) and (w™ -
w)/w are small for WLH/VA^J . < 1- Here WLH/KA£± = 
WLH Vk^/uj KA&_L is indeed small because of condition 
V/VA<1. 
The large refractive index finally suggests that (2') 
or (2"), or an intermediate dispersion relation, might 
apply to the A branch. Here we have 
n
2
 c
2k2 io2 k2 mc VA' 
Since this branch always has w < ft,, condition (6c) 
makes j c; | / n 2 large and (2") valid, except for ky/kx 
large enough. The equation DA - 0 has the root 
WA (kx) = Qt VAkJ (Oj + Vlkl)li* . (9) 
Note that cos 0= kxfk =(kxV/kVA) VAkJuA\ssm<i\\ 
as required, unless w is very close to Qt. We now 
make the ansatz that negligible energy is carried by 
such frequencies and by large ky/kx values, which may 
thus be ignored. Note also that C\jn2 (= cos2 6) and 
C2/n2 (~ eioj/n2Qt) are small as assumed. 
For both the SE and FM modes, (2?), (3), and (4r) 
give 
w(eifc_f + e3*2) 
with E ( ~ 0(w-2) . For the Alfven mode, (2"), (3), and 
(4") give 
4-irlc * i 
.with Et* ^ -Ei* , Etx = 0 (n - 2 ) . Since w^ is a func-
tion of just 0, or kz/k, SE and FM waves have a group 
velocity perpendicular to k in the Bo, k plane, a fact not 
entirely clear in the literature [BO;Hastings and Wang, 
1987]. Since wA depends only on kz, A waves have group 
velocity along B0jwith k nearly perpendicular. Note 
that certain results in BO's analysis (figures 2b and 2c, 
for bands II and III, of that paper) represent just the 
well-known formulas (8a) and (8b) (figure 2a, for band 
I, of BO's paper represents W A C ^ / M f r o m (9). with 
wA written as Vkx where necessary). 
Note also that there is no whistler emission (part W 
on the FM branch of Figure 1); Stenzel and Urrutia's 
experiments showing whistlers do not apply to an iono-
spheric tether; they either fail to reproduce the steady 
condition u> = kx V [Vrrutia and Stenzel, 1989] or cor-
respond to the opposite regime V ~ 2 x 107cm/s>-
K A - 4 x 105 cm/s [Stenzel and Urrutia, 1990]. Ra-
diation occurs at the contactors, where V • j s / 0, be-
cause it depends on the source divergence k j £ , a fact 
first noticed by Esies [1988] and clearly arising from 
the quasi-electrostatic character of the field, E ~ —iki/j 
or — tkj_<#. For FM waves this followed from condi-
tion V -C VA; FM emission along a tether, as found 
by Stenzel and Urrutta [1990], corresponds to the oppo-
site, whistler regime, V >-VA- Note, however, that con-
dition V <C VA, being dependent on planetary param-
eters (surface gravity, radius, ionopheric density, and 
ambient field Bo), is not an intrinsic property of teth-
ers; tether radiation might thus depend, in general, on 
current source features other than its divergence [Dono-
hue et al.,1991]. 
In the following sections we shall use the present <j> 
formalism to determine radiation impedance formulas. 
The formalism, however, should also be useful in study-
ing (1) how to match linear results for the field to non-
linear results near the tether, where E should be nearly 
electrostatic; (2) the radiation pattern in the transverse 
far field of the waves, given clearly as 
E e ~ - i ^ - < £ , (SE.FM) or E t ~ * f c ^ l r ; (A) 
(3) hot plasma effects [(10a) would still hold, with the 
hot dielectric tensor c;t replacing cc in the expression 
cikl +e3k2 ™ k - c c k ] . 
3. The Impedance Formulas 
To determine the impedance, there is no need to com-
pute the near field [Estes, 1988] or the far field [Barnett 
and Olbert, 1986; Hastings et al, 1988]. For SE or FM 
waves we have E(r, t) ~ ~V</> (r, t) in space-time coor-
dinates r,i. Since j„ vanishes outside certain volume, 
we find a radiated power 
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dkx (Of - VHP | g |2 
c^fcHnj + VjAf) 
8iV£kx = - / * / ^ i « * - r - ' - V ( k . l W l ) (ID 
Jo Jo Jo 
\ 8iV£kx 
(fcx + i A ) 2 - w A / V 2 (fc* 
c
2V n 
JQ JQ 
00
 dkydkzQi 
with <f>(k,u}) given by (10a). For A waves we have E ~ 
—V±<fi and, again setting k i -j»i ~ k j s , we arrive back 
at (11) with ^(k,w) given by (10b). The r integral where we used 
(ftJ + Vj**)2 fc»+wA/^2 
(14) 
is immediate, J d r e x p [ i ( k i + k ) - r ] = 8ir36(ki -+• k). 
This makes the ki integral immediate too. 
The source divergence can be written as 
= iIaS(uj~kxV)9(k). 
We have set x — Vi —+ x and introduced the current 
Is in the conductor and a dimensionless function g (k) 
defined by 
( k ) 3 - , - / d r V . j , ( p ) e x p ( - f k T ) / 2 i r / , . (12) 
The wi and u integrals in (11) are now straightforward, 
yielding the impedance, Z =Power/J82, as 
Z 
+ k\ 
-I 
- c 2 / w 2 
e3 (w) /fci 
2i|f f(k)|2rfk 
U>fc2 
-1 
>i (w) 
A 
SE,FM 
(13) 
with w ~ kxV; we used the relation g(~k) = —j*(k). 
Alfven M o d e 
For the A branch we have a ~ w*J (n» - L^2) and 
c't? c2 n2 + vx 
«i 
<*r v2 o? - v*4 
(fc, + iA)2~>A(fc,)/Vf 
*2 A - * 0 + , 
where we set w ~+ w-f «f (1/ —• 0+) , which is the usual 
rule for wave poles, arising from considerations of weak 
collisions, adiabatic switching in the remote past, or the 
radiation condition at infinity. Note that the integrand 
in (13) is even in ky, k%, and odd in kx (for A strictly 
zero). Then we find 
A 
( * , - « A / 1 T + A 2 
K6\k 
V J 
0+. 
A formula somewhat simpler than (14) is obtained by 
changing variables in the double integral from (kyikx) 
to (ky,ui\/V)) i.e., effectively changing to (fc,,,^). The 
result can thus be directly obtained from (13) by car-
rying out the integration over kz . We find 
: 2 fc 2 
El 
W 
c2 feS-EjKfes + iA)]1 
v2 ki 
kK (kx) = 0,-fc.V/VA 
z, 
00
 VdJfe, 
c
 ^ J . •/—00 
1/2' 
) 
<^2 I 9 
4ife-
Jo JO 
f iikx 
* I *I " [*A (k ~ iA)]2 *? - [*£ (A. + *A)]2 / ' 
Since we have fcA (fc^  ± iA) — Jc^f^) ± i&dk*x/dkx, 
with dk^/dkv positive (for fc^ positive), the kg inte-
gral yields 8xkx | 9 ( ^ ^ 9 1 ^ ) I2 A A **or k* s u c n t n a t 
&£ ( ^ ) ' s r e a* ( ^ < ^ t / ^ ) . a n < i z e r o otherwise. Defin-
ing ki ~ U t /V we arrive at 
ZA = 8 I T V A j['* ^ (*? - *J) 2\l/2 
Jo 
dky I ff [kVjky , feA (fc*)] 
,2 
"y 
(14') 
A" + &# 
Slow Ext raord ina ry and Fast Magnetosonic 
Modes 
For the SE branch we have e3 = (w2 - w2e) /u>2, d ~ 
— (<*>UH — w2) /w2. Proceeding as with Alfven waves we 
get 
ei +
 * i e s - ibj+ftj fc2 A - ^ 0
+
, 
^SE = -TT / rf*v / dk* p . p (15) 
V Jo JO K2s + K l ^ 
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where k}S> k2s are known functions of ky) kz which we 
will not pause to give. Changing variables from ky, kz 
to ky, ku (effectively ky, kx) or directly integrating over 
k, in (13), we finally find 
#SE = 
krdk, 8?r p H 
v Jkpc (fe&H-*£)l'a(fc2-*?e)l/a 
Jo {kl + kiyn -
(15') 
*SB = (« + *J)1/3(*&H - ^J)1 /2/(^ " *2e)1 '2 , 
For the FM branch we have e3 ~ —u>2e/w2, £i = 
- e 3 ( « 2 - « 2 H ) / ( " 2 - " 2 ) . 
r 4 - * L - *P« fe2 + fe3F (fe« + *'A)2 ~ fe2p
 + 
-^FM 
87T / ° ° [<*> dkydk, fef - AfF . , . . . . 
(16) 
with fce = Qc/V and fcip, fc^?, some given functions of 
kv,kz. Also, 
Z F M = 
7T / KX(IKX I Kp — K,. \ 
1 / / . /-2 \ 1,2 __ jt.2 
" JkLH Lpe \Kx fcLH (16') 
x f dk ^ B , ^ » ^ M ) I 
7o UJ/ (A2 + *,2)1'2 ' 
*JM = (« 4- fcj)1'2^2- - fc^)1/2/^2 - *2)1/2, 
BO derived formulas (14')-(16') for a particular source 
current by determining the far field; formulas (14)-(16) 
are new. 
4 . T h e S o u r c e D i v e r g e n c e of a T e t h e r 
As usual, we will take the y axis along the vertical 
tether, with velocity V and field Bo along axes x and 
z, as previously noted (Figure 2). Most current diver-
gences discussed in the literature may then be written 
as 
V • j , ( r ) - f(x, z)j[6(y + 1/2) - 6(y - L/2)] (17) 
for an upward current and a tether length L\ f(x, z) is a 
step function equal to l(0)inside (outside) certain cross 
sections representing equal bottom and top contactors. 
BO considered a circle of radius b (j — Isfirb2), Hastings 
Figure 2. Coordinate system used to compute tether 
impedance. 
and Wang [1987] and Hastings et al. [1988] considered 
rectangular surfaces of sides Lx, Lz (j ~ IS/LXLZ). 
Estes [1988] source divergence is that of a ribbon of 
width Lx, given by (17) with a segment Lx along x as 
cross section, and j — Is8(z)/Lx. An additional case 
of interest is a ring of radius R, with j — Ia6(rper — 
R)/2ffR , )*per = (x2 -f z2)1/2 (perpendicular to tether 
axis). 
Using (17) in (12) we find 
g(k) = - s i n iky- J gPer(kx,kz) (18) 
kp e r , and gper :< exp(- ik p e r • rp e r) > with (kg., kg) 
being the average of the exponential in the cross section. 
For the above models we obtain 
BO 
•Vper 
ff?£S = •*)(* 
fcperv/2 
per R), Est »pe r 
sin(kxLx/2) 
kxExfI 
9 
Hast 
per 
sm(JfegLa./2) sin(kzLz/2) 
kxLx/2 kzLz/2 
with Est denoting Estes [1988] and Hast denoting Hast-
ings and Wang [1987] and Hastings et al. [1988]. For 
models deriving from (17), contactors have vanishing 
characteristic length along the tether (as different from 
distance L between contactors). 
If contactor lengths in the plane (x,z) perpendicu-
lar to the tether are small enough, the above models 
collapse into a common form, with </per ~-» 1, g —• 
sm(kyL/2)/ir. One may also consider negligible per-
pendicular lengths for a general source divergence not 
given by (17); we may then write g(k) —• g(ks). This 
will later be of interest for the Alfven mode of a bare 
tether. 
Alfv^n Mode 
In (14') we have kz — kX(kx) ~ kxV/V\ < kx < 
Q;/V (~ 1/36 m), Thus we may certainly neglect the 
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characteristic z length and set kz = kA ~ 0 in gper. 
Using (18) in (14') we can carry out the kv integration 
to obtain 
Zi 
2VA [k*dk, f * (i _ *£ 2 \ l / 2 
(19) 
x ( l - C - * - £ ) U p e r ( f e , 0 ) | J 
simple rule applying to the above results; for both the 
ring and Estes sources, the divergence occurs at a finite, 
one-dimensional set (line contactors); if the set closes on 
itself, with no boundary (ring), one has Z oc (length) -1; 
otherwise [Estes^ 1988], one has Z oc (length) -2 . Now 
the BO and Hastings and Wang [1987] and Hastings 
et al. [1988] sources use two-dimensional sets (surface 
contactors), the first having one boundary (radially), 
the Hastings set having boundaries on both dimensions; 
BO gave (19) with g™ ; Estes [1988] gave a close
 0ne would thus expect scalings Zm oc (length) - l 
approximation for his model, using g*j£ in place of 
9 ,Est 12 per 
If the characteristic length along x may also be ne-
glected, one sets j gper | 2 - 1 in (19) and, for L > V/Qi, 
obtains 
ZA = (2VA/C 2 ) \a(2e>-lniL/V), j ~ 0.577, (19') 
a result found by BO and by Estes. The dominant, 
logarithmic contribution comes from frequencies u> ~ 
V/L. Since kx is UJ/V, the single integral over kx in (19) 
contains the Alfven power spectrum; clearly, frequencies 
w ~ Qi contribute negligibly to the impedance, proving 
a previous ansatz. 
For an arbitrary source divergence with negligible 
perpendicular lengths, a new, general formula results 
from using g(ky) in (14') and carrying out the kx inte-
gration 
Zt 
c
2
 Jo *. r m W ki 
ZFinZotl/R, ZEst<x 1/L2, 
ZB0ocl/b3, Z H a s t o c l / L 2 L 2 , 
SE.FM (20) 
a square sine or cosine averaging to 1/2 inside the inte-
grals (see Appendix). 
This sensitivity of impedance to the source divergence 
mode! raises the fundamental question of the proper 
model. We now make two points. First, there is a 
(length)"2 and £ H a s t oc (length)^2 x (length) - 2 , in 
agreement with the above results (see the Appendix). 
Secondly, this sensitivity questions the validity of ne-
glecting the contactor characteristic length along the 
tether, as in all those models. We now show that tak-
ing into account that length actually determines the 
proper model, i.e., the correct dependence of Z on con-
tactor size. Nonvanishing lengths along the tether were 
considered in studying contactor planar surfaces of dif-
ferent orientations [Hastings ei al., 1988], the Alfven far 
field [Rasmussen et al., 1990], and Debye sheath effects 
[Donohue et ah, 1991]. 
In a proper model the current divergence should 
clearly occur at a surface topologically equivalent to a 
sphere, e.g., a rotational ellipsoid with axis along Bo • 
This is a finite two-dimensional set as in the models of 
Hastings and Wang [1987] and Hastings et al. [1988] 
and BO, but it has no boundaries at all; we would thus 
expect finding Z oc (length)™ , and this is indeed the 
case. For instance, for (symmetrical) spherical contac-
tors of radius R the source divergence is 
(19") 
For g ~ sin(fcj/£/2)/ir, a n d ^h > 1, one recovers (19*). 
When deriving (19)-(19") from (14'), one can verify that 
large values of ky/kx may be ignored, again proving a 
previous ansatz. 
Slow Ex t r ao rd ina ry and Fast Magnetosonic 
Modes 
As later detailed, perpendicular contactor lengths are 
large compared with l/&Per for the FM and SE modes. 9 
This makes impedances quite dependent on the size of 
contactors, a case opposite that of A waves, as first ob-
served by BO for FM waves, and repeatedly discussed 
afterward. Here we note that the effect is heavily depen-
dent on contactor model. At large sizes the factor j g |2 
in the (15')-(I6') integrals, and therefore the impedance 
itself, scales differently with contactor size for different 
contactor shapes. We have 
V . j , L 
4KR2 *+¥ -R 
fr R 
and one arrives at 
sin(kyL/2) sin(kR) 
v kR Z a R2- (21) 
Note that (1) among sources collapsed along the tether, 
Estes [1988] model has, coincidentally, the right length 
dependence and (2) the scaling may be read as Z oc A"1 
(A ~ contactor area). 
Using (21) in (15') with k2 = fc2| -f *I = k\kH{kl 
- fc2e), setting sin2(kyL/2) ~ sii^(kR) ~ l/2,fcUH ~ 
kpe + kl/2kpe and calling ky/kx = u, we find 
ZsE = 
2V [kuH dh 
f 
Jo 
du 
( 1 + u2)3/2 
1 
*« ~ 
V 
kpe 
- * 2 
1/2 
H^2 
TTV 
W 2 A 4-cat AP 
(22) 
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with Ac&t = -*4an = 4irR2 . The only previous result 
(ZSE - 2K2/63w^e) corresponds to BO's model, which 
underestimates Z$& , for b ~ R, by a typically small 
factor, iV/RiJpe ~ l /# (mm). When (21) is used in 
(16'), only values kx ~ &LH contribute to the integral. 
We may then set kx/ke ~~+ 0, integrate throughout the 
range kLii < kx < oo, and write k2 — k^M + k\ 
to find *i 
ZFU 
2V dk. 
wR2u>2 pe JkLH *« \K *XH) 
Jo 
du V 
( 1 + u 2 ) 3 / 2 u pe^pt iR2 
(23) 
2wV 1 
+ 
1 
Wpe^pi \ - ^ c a t A 
No previous analytical formula for Z^M was available. 
Note the simple results (22) and (23). 
Note also that Z^-u. is not influenced by hot-plasma 
effects, despite concerns to that effect raised earlier (see 
BO, Hastings et al. [1988], Donohoue et ai [1991]). 
This is a pleasant side effect of the fact that a contac-
tor will have a nonvanishing characteristic length along 
the tether, making the contribution from values, say, 
kx, ky < 10&LH (approximately inverse electron gyro-
radius) , dominant in the cold-plasma double integral in 
(16'). Hot effects on SE waves suggest the energy in 
such waves should experience heavy collisionless damp-
ing [Hastings et «/., 1988]; the small value found here for 
the ratio ZSE/%FM = rnc/2mi ~ 10~5 further suggests 
that such energy is negligible. Note also the ratio 
ZA 
ZFM 
1 / 2
 RHt 
VAV 
In 2e7 
V 
n s(cm 3 ) t V 2 r 
(24) 
3.6 x 105 
R(m) 
13 
In £(km) Q.Q28 
taken from (19') and (23); ne is electron density. 
We now check our having assumed kx, kz to be large 
compared with inverse perpendicular contactor lengths, 
for the integrals in (15') and (16'). This is clear for the 
SE branch, where we have kz = fcgE ~ ^ — wpe/V ~ 
1/0.2 mm. The FM case is more involved. Although 
we do have kx > WLH/V ~ 1/20 cm, which is compar-
atively large, kz = k£M is smaller by a factor of order 
khli/ke = (me/mi)1'2 for k^ ~ W L H / ^ - However, in 
a proper model of g such as given by (21), kz appears 
only in fcper — (fc^  -f k^)1!'1 > kx, and our assumption 
holds. 
Nonetheless, consider uniform current divergence on 
the surface of a rotational, prolate ellipsoid of major and 
minor semi-axes a and b along and perpendicular to Bo 
respectively. A straightforward development gives the 
result 
sin 
9
 v ( l - e 2 ) 1 / 3 + (arcsiiic)/e (25) 
x cos(kzaT))J0 k±b(l ~ ?/2)1/2 , 
where e = (1 - b2/a2)1/2 . For b = a ~ R (e = 0) one 
recovers (21). For an opposite case, V/WLH < < b « 
a « V/Qi , in the FM branch, one gets 
9 = 
sin(Jfe„L/2) k±b 
2 
j 2 / IV'XW \ j2 
-
r
' (¥)j 
sin(fcy///2) 4 sin(fcj.6) 
~~ •K IT k±b 
Clearly, the impedance then reads 
Z&M 
16 V 
•K2 6 2 W p e W P ( 
sv 
b WpeWpi 
1 J_ 
-Ac at ^»ai 
. (26) 
which is much larger than the value for the spherical 
case as given by (23). Note, however, that the actual 
divergence might be highly nonuniform. 
5 . B a r e T e t h e r I m p e d a n c e 
It has been shown recently that a tether could work 
efficiently without an anodic contactor, by collecting 
electrons along certain length of its anodic end, if bare 
[Sanmartin et al., 1993]. If actually bare along its 
entire length, a (generator) tether was found to be 
optimal if positively biased over a length la ~ ~L. 
The current I(y) would vanish at y = L/2 and reach 
a nearly constant value Is at y — L/2 — la , with 
dljdy oc ~(y~ §£-M«)1 / 2 (Figure 3). If 6 is the collect-
ing radius in the x, z plane and the cathodic contactor 
is a sphere of radius R, we then have 
V- j i Ig6(\r+±Lly\~R) (y-JL + la) 
1/2 
4nR2 -L 2/3 /2 
S(rper ~ b) 
2-Kb M » - ! + *.)-k(v-§ 
where h is the unit step function. For ky > 0 we find 
a -
 s[akR
cihtlL/2 _ 3Jo(Vrfc) ~ik„L/2 
y
 2irzkR tirksla 
",
 ik„uC2(kyla)~-iS2(kyla) 
(2kyla/7ry/2 
with Fresnel integrals [C^fsJ.Satf)] = /0"{cosM,sin«} 
xdti/(2iru)1^2, and 
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n&Zh 
* - ' * 
6 02R 
Figure 3. Anodeless, bare tether collecting electrons at 
its upper (anodic) end, over a positively biased length 
la(~ L/7); the bias vanishes at height L/2 — la. 
2_ (SinkR\2 , JJ(kpcrb)F(kM 3J0(fcper6) 
9
 ' V 2?rfcK ) + 4TT2 -f ATT'' 
sin.fe.ft 
x—£ft-\#i.(kyla)cas(kyL) + g2{kj,la)sm(kyL)], (27) 
*W = 9TT 8s 3 
2s 
52(s) ~ l — I sins 
1/2 
+ 
1/2 ">2 
IS C
» « - ( T ) «»• 
5i(s) - (7r/2s3)1/2[52(s)coss~- C2(s)sins], 
<72(s) = (*72s3)1 / 2 [C2(s) coss + S2(s)sins] - 1/s. 
For the Alfven branch and &fl,fepeP& < < 1, we have 
g -i- </(M> (27) becoming 
Air2 \g ] 2 ~ l + ^ y a ) + 3ffi(fcy/a)cos(Jbj,L) 
+3tf2(Va)sin(fcj,L), 
for use in (19"). Note that if fcyJa -» 0, we recover 
\ g | 2 =
 sin2(kyL/2)/ 'TT2 . At large s ~ kyla we have 
^ s ) - 0 (s - 2 ) ,
 9l(s) = 0(s- 3 / 2 ) , S2(s) - Ofs"1), and 
4?r j g | -~+ 1. We can thus integrate separately ranges 
ky < km and ky > km, with 
7/L ~ l/la < fem < fi^/K 
Equation(19") can then be written as 
vk 7fcm " j / M 
+ 
femlc (is 1 + F(s) + 3ffi(s) cos 7s + 3</2(s) sin 75 
leading to an impedance 
^A - ~sr In 
c2 
2 c t t - l n ^ (28) 
(/s [1 + Ha) + 39i (s) cos 7s] 
o s 
ds 
+ / IHs) +3fl](s)cos7s] 
Ji a 
+ / 3</2(s) sin 7s In 7 - 4.00. 
Jo s 
For the FM branch we may take kR large. Then 
the last term in (27) makes a negligible contribution 
to the impedance Zr*M as shown in (16'), while the 
first term yields one half the value given by (23), in 
agreement with the general result that anodic and ca-
thodic contactors make independent contributions to 
the FM impedance [Donbhue et al.} 1991], For the 
middle term we can set ky ~ \/la «C ^u-l/V < kx 
and kz - kpM < wLH/V ~ kXl thus writing fex ~ kx, 
^Per ~ kg.. If, additionally, fcper& is large, we arrive at 
Z-pM 
V/2 
+ 
2V dkx kcj3 
f&VpeVpi vrfMa A L H K: (fc2 - * £ H ) l / 2 
2TTV 
Wpe^pi \Acat + A 
(29) 
Aan==2irWa, 0 = 
F(s)tfs 
1.12. 
Note that written in terms of areas, (23) and (29) read 
nearly the same. 
Actually, condition b > l/fcper ~ 20 cm will not be 
satisfied if 6 is the actual radius of the tether; for kpetb 
small we would have ZFM ^ 27rV/Lopcu>piAc&ll or one 
half the value given in (23). At this point we raise 
the question of what are the lengths really character-
izing V • j , . Esies [1988] suggested that the plasma 
cloud emitted by an active contactor might extend the 
effective dimensions well beyond the dimensions of the 
contactor itself; Donohue et al [1991] further suggested 
that the sheath radius should be an effective radius for 
passive contactors. 
The basic argument underlying these suggestions is 
the need to account for nonlinear effects, which are es-
sential for a self-consistent analysis. A crude recipe is to 
consider the entire nonlinear region around the contac-
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tor as par t of the contactor itself. For the anodic par t 
of a bare tether, which collects electrons as a cylindrical 
Langmuir probe in the orbital-motion- limited regime, 
the faraway electric potential decays as the inverse of 
distance to tether [Laframboise, 1966]. Then, for typi-
cal electron temperature Tc ~ 0.1 eV, tether radius ( ~ 1 
mm) and anodic bias (hundreds of volts), the average 
b would be of order of meters, large, indeed, compared 
With l/&per. 
The above argument suggests that nonlinear effects 
would adjust contactor areas to effective values 
Ac*t~ h/Jtk ~4an> (30) 
where jtk. is the (unperturbed) electron random current 
density, jth ~ |ene(8Te/'?rme)1^2, with e = electron 
charge. Using (30) in our previous (23) or (29) and 
using rriiV2 ~ 8.9 eV then yields a very simple result 
ZmI,„^=(2f£)u\0.36y. (31) 
Note that the power radiated in the FM branch, 
^ F M ^ J I will increase only linearly (rather than quadrat-
ically) with current. FM radiation will dominate Alfven 
radiation, except at large currents, when the effective 
contactor area and effective radius R is large; this is re-
flected in (24), where ZA/ZFU scales as R2. A 0.5 km 
long (the so-called PMG) tether, flown in June 1993, 
reached a current Is ~ 0.3A at the maximum density 
ne ~ 106 cm"3 , yielding R ~ 1.54 m in (30); (31) and 
(24) then give ZFM cz 1.27 £1 and ZA ~ 0.086 0 . For 
the aborted tethered satellite system (TSS) 1 experi-
ment the effective area was probably the actual physi-
cal surface of the passive anode (a sphere of radius 0.8 
m), the current in (30) being of purely thermal origin, 
Is ^ 0.066 A at ne ~ 106 cm"3 . Equation (31) then 
yields ZpM ~ 5.7 Q, a result also directly obtained from 
(23). Since the deployed tether length was L ~ 300 m, 
one finds ZA/ZFM ^ 0.015 in (24). 
6. Summary of Results 
We have used the potential <j> for the longitudinal part 
of the electric field of a wave and conditions particu-
lar to low Earth orbits in discussing the five branches 
w(fc,0) of the dispersion relation for a cold, magne-
tized plasma. No emission of fast extraordinary or or-
dinary waves is possible. Slow extraordinary (SE) and 
fast magnetosonic (FM) emission occurs near k —*• oo 
asymptotes, with E ~ —V<f>. Alfven (A) emission oc-
curs in a peculiar regime, arising from condition 
Vl < V2mi/me, 
with E ~ — V.10. The discussion clarifies or corrects 
some published results on group velocities, emission 
bands, and emission of whistlers or outside contactors. 
TJtie <j> formalism appears useful for future work on a 
number of standing issues. The formalism has been 
used here to determine the impedance of an orbiting 
conductor. 
For tethers we found that usual models, having van-
ishing contactor length along the tether (Ly = 0), 
yield values ZFM (and ZSE) heavily dependent on the 
model. A proper model requires Ly ^ 0 and this yields 
^FM.SE OC (contactor area)"1 . We found new, simple 
formulas for ZSE (see (22)), so small that power radiated 
into this strongly damped branch should be negligible, 
and ZFM (23) unaffected by hot-plasma effects. An an-
odeless, bare tether of equal area, has a very similar 
Zpu (29). Nonlinear effects might make contactor area 
proportional to current Ig, and this would lead to an ex-
tremely simple result, (31). We have also found Z-pyi for 
ellipsoidal contactors (see (26)) and ZA for contactors 
with Ly ^ 0 but with vanishing lengths perpendicular 
to the tether (see (19")), particularized to a bare tether 
in (28). 
Appendix 
Consider an (x, z) surface contactor with polygonal 
contour, as in the rectangular model for (17) by Hast-
ings ei al. [1988]. We then have 
fSM ds 
J sm "-c 
(Al) 
where Ac is area and wc(s) is full width at given s; we 
used a partial integration and the vanishing of wc(s) 
at both sm and «M (Figure 4a). Since dwc/ds is piece-
wise constant, <7per is a sum of straightforward integrals, 
yielding gpt,r oc l/Ack^ oc l/ACi Z oc l/A2c, in agree-
ment with the result in (20). 
If the contour is a smooth curve, as in the BO 
model, dwc/ds diverges at both s m and SM (Figure 
4b). A range As ~ l/feper around each extreme then 
gives dominant contributions of order l/kpir to (Al); 
within such range we have dwc/ds — (R/As)1^2, where 
R ~ Ac is the radius of curvature of the contour. This 
yields gpec a As(R/As)^2/Ackper oc ljAllAk%2 oc 
1/A?/4, Z a l / A ? / 2 , a s i n ( 2 0 ) . 
For models with line rather than surface contactors 
we would have 
where le(s) is the length lying between sm and a given 
s, and Lc is total length (Figures 4a and 4b). For a 
polygonal (open or closed) curve, dlcjds is piecewise 
constant, yielding <?per oc 1/Xcfcper oc l / i c , Z oc \fh\. 
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F i g u r e 4 . Cross section of contactor with vanish-
ing length along te ther and (a) polygonal, (b) smooth 
shape . For a surface contactor, wc(s) represents the 
width MQ; for a line contactor, ic(s) represents the 
length of the curve M P Q . 
For a smooth curve, dic/ds diverges at sm and % ; 
if R oc Lc is radius of curvature, (A2) gives gper oc 
&s{RI&s)li2flc oc l/LlJ2$J oc l/ll/2, Z oc l/Lc, 
This explains the results in (20) for the Estes [1988] 
and ring models. 
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